Three Stories from Eye Corps, 1968-1969

Kale
Kale's got a sore on his dick, he's going in. All right Kale, we've only been here two weeks,
how'd you get laid without us finding out?
Schneider came over, "Outstanding Kale, truly outstanding. You got the clap without even
getting laid and now you get to go in so they can look at your little peter. What did you catch
it from, Saffell?" Saffell looked up,
"Fuck you, Schneider!"
Kale was happy. In ten minutes he'd be on a chopper to have them look at his dick. This
could be parlayed into three days of sleep, hot food and beer in the rear, and, Kale hoped for,
ten shots of pussy in Duc Pho. Five bucks a shot. Kale had a real relationship with his penis.
We hadn't actually been in the whorehouses yet, but on the way out here we humped these
packs right through Duc Pho. They have these shacks like a Puerto Rican church, long
benches facing a curtain, and the guys move along as the line advances. There's one bed and
one whore on the other side of the curtain. Everybody's very friendly since they discover
they all have something in common. Also, it's like confession; you never see the girl before
you get in there, everyone looks a little guilty going in, relieved coming out.
"How was she?" She was always lousy.
Like the rest of us, Kale saw just the outside of the curtains. The guys on the benches eyed
the new packs and uniforms, figured we were that cherry outfit they heard about, so they
hollered and cursed us out. We had to march through; the sergeant was still harassing us
with the stay-in-ranks chickenshit from training. Nobody knew it was OK to kill him yet
At five we stopped marching and set up in a cane field. The guys started smashing down the
sugarcane so when the chopper came in, we wouldn't have to unload in the mud. I didn't
know anything about sugar, Martinez said maybe a week until the harvest. Down in the

paddy the farmer watched to machete detail for a few minutes and then went hoeing. We
didn't know we could kill him, either.
Just before the chopper touches down, the door gunners relax and the machine guns just
droop with their barrels down. Later we learned the whole routine and we got so that ten
miles away, somebody would look with binoculars and if there were crates of C rations, you
could see them stacked in the chopper, and then knew we were staying in the field. That was
always lousy. But like I said, we were still cherry and didn't know anything.
The radioman yelled "pop smoke" too soon and three guys already threw the wrong color
smoke grenades. The captain called us shitheads, the guys tried stamping out their smoke
grenades, one got kicked into the rice paddy and the mud boiled purple bubbles. Still, no one
could see our resupply chopper.
Kale had gotten his gear together and was waiting at the LZ for his ride in. When the
radioman was about to call for smoke, Kale, who wanted to look good for the captain
standing behind him, already had a yellow smoke in his hand and was straightening the pin
so he could pull it out quick. The radioman yelled again, "pop yellow smoke."
Simultaneously, Kale threw the grenade, and putting on the quick- reflex-casual act, said "I
got it" loud enough so the captain would turn around.
The chopper quickly lost altitude so as to be a poor target and somebody who looked like he
knew about it stood twenty yards upwind of the billowing smoke with his two arms raised.
The pilot hovered for a moment, aligned his skids with the man's arms and set it down. The
rotor wash caught our smoke, churning the perfect yellow tube into an acrid fog. While that
blew away, the unloading detail remained hunched over. Their faces turned form the
momentary cyclone. When the skids touched the cane stumps, the pilot eased his pitch. As
the blade lost its bite, the blast suddenly ended, the sound no longer like gun-cracks, but
instead, a feathered whoosh at each turn of the impotent rotor.

The doorgunners threw the mail sacks to earth and ration crates clear of their skids, the
loading detail rushed to drag the cargo from the pad. The gunner on our side motioned to
Kale to get in fast. Kale put a foot on the skid, the gunner reached for his arm and pulled him
up. We looked at Kale for that second it took the pilot to pull pitch, he grinned and gave us
all the finger, the wind and debris blew again, we turned away and the flying dust became
mud on our sweating necks.
It was dark in an hour. We went through the motions of digging our official foxholes. The
night was uneventful; still, nobody slept through guard. It took months to develop the
proper attitude. There were the usual flares, explosions, distant gunfire; the things it took
only a few days to learn to ignore. I pulled my guard, listening to the artillery whistling high
overhead, still very impressed by the sound and how clearly I could hear each round go past.
The day came, they still rushed us like in training and I had to throw away the coffee water I
spent fifteen minutes making. A typical lousy morning, climbing the goddamned mountains
in the heat and as usual, they didn't tell us anything except when to move and when to stop.
Lunch break was short, I hadn't learned to like C-rations yet, and the Colonel pushed us on
into the afternoon heat, up there in his personal helicopter, making sure everyone follows
the plan.
By five, we were completely crapped out, in another valley just like yesterday's,
and the detail men were clearing the new LZ. A hundred meters across the paddy I heard the
captain with his Texas voice warning the radioman not to fuck up the landing. The purple
smoke was right, the chopper landed with the usual excitement, and Sergeant Lipin, our
platoon sergeant, jumped out clutching the third platoon mail sack. Lipin, who was in the
infantry twelve years without seeing combat, had been in the rear trying to get a safe job.
Right off, he started harassing us;
"No mail until all weapons are cleaned and inspected by squad leaders." With all his stripes,
Lipin was as ignorant as the rest of us; even he couldn't realize we would kill him as soon as
we found out we could get away with it.

Saffell, the squad leader and the only one authorized to approach Lipin, came up to inquire
about squad member Kale.
"How's Kale's dick, Sergeant Lipin?" Saffell just wanted to be a little funny to break down the
tension, he was very good about that kind of thing.
"Kale is dead." Lipin replied in the same voice he used to withhold the mail. Schneider and I
stopped digging.
Saffell held his laconic tone, "No seriously, don't joke like that." But Lipin never joked with
us at all. It didn't seem likely that he'd start with one "like that", and the other guys in the
squad picked up that something strange was happening.
"Kale is dead. Duc Pho got hit last night and Kale got his head blown off. Now who else got a
sore dick?"
Nobody would say anything, Lipin walked away.
So now after all the bullshit about who's not coming home, the first one is dead. Nobody saw
it, nobody saw Kale's brains on the roof of the bunker, nobody poured sand on the half inch
of clotted blot, nobody saw them put Kale in the rubber bag, nobody could understand,
nobody could believe that Kale was dead. Six months training together, rarely saying it but
everybody thinking about that sinking hate surely we'd all feel when the first one of us got
killed. It was going to happen. It was inevitable; the only doubt being when... and who. And
so it was Kale. And nobody feels a thing.
For two or three days afterwards, there was something about taking up a collection for Kale.
It was Saffell's idea, he was the only one besides Kale with kids. Saffell had a wife and two
daughters in Long Beach. Kale had two ex-wives, he always used to should us their pictures,
he even got letters from them. He had one kid from the first and two from the second. Also
he had two illegitimate kids he told us he didn't know much about. We used to joke with

Kale about all his kids but I think most of us felt kind of sorry for them. Especially Saffell. So
now he wanted us to get a bond or something for each of the kids.
Saffell went around with an envelope to get money but since we had very little cash out in
the field, most of us just signed the pledge list. After about a week, he returned the cash to
those guys who had given it and said we'd be better off if we took care of it when we came
out of the field next time. We decided that was a good idea and we'd buy the bonds on the
next stand-down.
Around six weeks later, the company came to Chu Lai. For three days we smoked dope,
drank beer, fucked the whores, and on the fourth, we flew back to the field. Nobody had
thought of Kale in a month.
Eventually, months after I got kicked out of the brigade for being an agitator, I flew down to
Duc Pho to look up some of the old guys. Things looked more permanent, they had an NCO
club with cold beer and pool tables, I was proud to discover that the urinal I had constructed
in front of the orderly room was still working. Below the battalion area, where the artillery
used to be, they built a high-class asphalt helicopter pad. Facing battalion HQ is this big grey
sign:
KALE FIELD
Dedicated to Sp/4 Michael R. Kale
First to die in defense of the
4th Bn 21st Inf, 11th Inf Bde
12 May 1968
The colonel sent a picture of the sign to Kale's mother.

Rice
Rice is a very complicated thing. At each stage, the fields have to be flooded, or
drained, the seed rice grows to about six inches, only the women pluck it out, shaking
the last bits of dirt free, flicking off the original husks, replanting it in thinned rows on
the other side. Then the men flood the fields, which is easy if it's downhill from the
irrigation ditch, but they have to use buckets if it goes up.
Tar lined woven cones with long hide thongs, the two men face each other, the dip
bucket in the middle, they lean forward and the bucket sweeps full, together they
straighten their backs the thongs tighten, the bucket flies out of the water, a taut snap
at the end of their thong's play and the black bucket stops short, the water continues
over the lip of the next dike.
Usually one of the men is older, a father and a son probably, special work for a father
and a son, all day, silent except for each thong snap, two men empty the lower paddy
and flood the upper. The field stays flooded until the rice is chest high, the monsoon
raises the water above even the dikes, sometimes you'll see a line of women with
carry poles shuffling single file across the green lake, their bodies sideways so not to
bruise the rice plants with their poles, walking through what surely must be three feet
of water, only ankle deep, they know where the dike ridges are. We don't, and slog
through soaking our packs and blankets, a clear brown stream opening above the
trampled rice; our trail.
The monsoon ends, drying out everything but our fatigues, the dikes t; Jr always
appear again and the rice leaves parch and crumple, leaving five straight stalks, like
wheat, the kernels weighing the tips. Again the women come out with curved draw
knives, cupping the handful of rice at each stroke, the stalks sliced a foot down not to
miss the younger shoots. Behind each line of women, there's a loading sledge dragged
by two water buffalo, a forty-pound kid swats their balls with a stick to get them
moving. The sledge empties in the village center, each family takes a small bundle of

the fullest full stalks to hang from a beam over the house shrine, over the fruit and
flowers, over the few sticks 'of jasmine incense for the dead in red coke cans, over the
portraits of young men, a white ribbon tied to the frame. White is the color of
mourning.
It's three weeks to get in the harvest and three more for the threshing. While the
women swing the teak beam combing each grain free, the men break the cracked mud,
two cows or one water buffalo pulling each plow, turning under the new cut clumps.
Infinitely smoothed by the grey dust, the curved plows are also teak, the wood graln
shines. The metal tip is aluminum from a shot-down plane.
The trash stalks rot fast buried, then with the old men on for weight and for
deference, bamboo rakes smooth the furrows. The sons steer, the grandsons drive the
animals, the great grandsons howl on their mothers back when she brings out lunch,
rice, and tea in an aluminum kettle beaten from that same plane. The rice doesn't rot
with the hulls on, behind each cluster of houses are three monstrous clay pots, burled
to the neck and sealed wlth plastic from god knows where, covered with brush and
hidden from us. A month after these jars are filled, the winter monsoon begins, the
new seedlings are laid out.
It was an uneventful patrol, typical of those good days with Lieutenant Czap. We left
our packs with Lorch and Tierney at the edge of the hamlet, the rest of us moved east
following the dike lines. In training, they told us never walk on the dikes, the dinks
booby trap them. By this tlme we'd seen beaucoup booby traps, but never one on a
dike so even if we had to zlgzag some, the dike trails don’t always connect straight, we
always ambled along the top to kill time and stay dry. Around Que Son, I guess there
used to be a lot of VC, every five minutes, the dike would end at a bomb crater, halffull of green stagnation blg enough to drop a house into, we'd walk in the mud along
the lip, around up onto the dike again.

As soon as he got tired, Czap would find a village, a pine grove, any place the Colonel
couldn't see us from his chopper, we'd spend all day sacked out, or eating their little
pineapples or hassling the kids.
Every half hour Czap's radioman would call up the Captain with new map coordinates,
random bits of non-existant intelligence. Czap and the Captain had the same maps,
Czap would see a cluster of buildings on his map, six mountains away, figure out the
coordinates in our secret radio code, and the captain would hear of sniper fire and
diligent search. Radioman would hold the talk button down, the Lieutenant would
blast of a few bursts into the bushes. The whole platoon would cover for Czap, a more
gung-ho lieutenant would be dangerous.
Lorch and Tlerney were roasting, they had to watch the packs piled on the trail. There
was no shade, there was nothing but rice, behlnd them a wet square, a thick lawn of
seedlings, in every direction rice, raked fields waiting transplant, newly thinned fields,
the plants still drooping from the shock, last month's fields, brilliantly flooded with
water and sun. Tall already, if there was wind, green waves would move with the
plants, but there was no wind.
Tierney and Lorch sat sweating under a shade rigged from a blanket, it was too hot to
sleep. Lorch was leaning on his elbows, he watched a group of Vietnamese women,
about five, each with a kid or two, walked down the trail from the huts, the younger
women wouldn't go near his sagging shelter, but an old lady with black teeth and
black lips from betel nut squatted in the seedlings ten feet away and carefully
uprooted them from the wet soil.
Two little girls came down with a woven basket and washed the muddy seedllngs,
tying them into clumps and laid them upright in the bottom. Lorch emerged from hls
hole and tried, in his usual incompetent way, to buy marijuana from the uncomprehending woman. She made a black smile, wrinkling her face all the more, "No
bik!" Lorch gave up and bought two of yesterday's beers from Tierney.

The afternoon heated up some more, another woman came around wlth a pot of food,
bananas and snails, the two men watched them eat, disgusted, then crawled back into
their tent. The new woman went away, the other three returned to the seedlings. Red
with sweat, Tierney finally got to sleep. Lorch, also stewing, took out his deck and
played solitaire.
About five we came down the trail, we had stopped to wash up at a stream, we felt
pretty good. Lorch woke up Tierney. "They're back." The woman just went on with the
seedlings, chewing like before. Tierney staggered out, filled his steel pot at the ditch,
pourlng the hot water on his head to wake up and cool off. He cut back, dripping,
across the square. The woman watched Tierney's boots flatten a dozen plants at each
step, she didn't say anything but the two girls scolded him in Vietnamese for a
moment, she silenced them.
I was sitting on my gear, looking down, "Hey Tierney, for chrissake, there's no fucking
reason you can't walk around." I gestured to the lady, "Xin Loi, xin loi" - very sorry.
Tlerney looked up at me, burning with boredom, then stooped over ripping out
handfuls of seedlings. He shredded the leaves with both hands, "Xin fucking loi, you
old bitch", he showered the prune-face woman with green shards, the two kids
clutched onto her ragged silk pants.

Relieved, Tierney laughed like a madman and strode across to the packs.

The Dental Assistant
The Dental Assistant arrived on the hill today. One squad at a time, we
left our sandbags and shovels to go up to the aid station. When the last
group came out of the big tent, we went in. The dental assistant had little
tubes of flouride toothpaste and a new toothbrush for each of us. A
genuine statistic says that the average infantryman brushes his teeth
once every twenty-nine days. And. so the dental assistant comes to the
firebases to give us a lecture. His speech was very good; he had a joke, he
had a serious message, he was one of the guys, you should do what he says.
He had practiced on the whole division.
This was his special job: every week he rides a helicopter from Americal
Division HQ to a different forward base. He spends four days with each of
the companies in from the field; on Fridays he flies back to Chu Lai. There
he has a girlfriend who's married to an Arvin someplace. She lives in the
'ville with Arvin's parents. Dental assistant arrives there Friday night and
spends the weekend in her room. According to him, the in-laws like this
arrangement because they want to get in good with the Americans. Also
according to him, she's a nice lay. Not like the whores, he says.
Sundays, he stops in An Ton and buys a big bag of their famous joints to smoke
next week with his good buddies, the infantrymen. Passing back through the ‘ville, he
gets off another piece with Linda —she had some Vietnamese name but he couldn't
pronounce it — and on his way out, Linda, mamasan, and papasan all cry. They worry
he might get killed out there, he says. He gives them twenty bucks and some soap he
saved, and drives back up to Chu Lai in the jeep. All this, he told me on the
chowline.
The sergeant kept us in the tent until we brushed our teeth and carefully spit
out all the flouride, like we were told. My mouth tasted like I just ate one of the

radio batteries. I got right onto the chowline. The water trailer was down in the
mud; I wanted to wash out the goddamned flouride taste, but I would have lost
my place. Also, it was usually empty anyway.
“Where are you from back in the world, man?” I was trying to sound like a spade.

“California.” That was the code word, everybody from California was a pothead.
We hadn't turned on in weeks and it was likely that this guy had weed with
him. “Then surely, man, you will join us in bunker nineteen tonight for
some smoke?”
The spade hustlers were the artists or dope grace.
Our bunker had wood bed racks, three along each sidewall. The frames
were scrounged two-by-fours, and then we had planks from ammo crates
to lay our air mattresses on. The whole business could be very nice, it
was a roof over your head and you got to sleep off the ground. Compared
to leech-land, this was real class.
I had the bottom bunk on the right and crawled in to blow up my air
mattress some. My blanket didn't smell too bad, this was also a pleasure.
Hid in the- flare pit, I had two cans of peaches and a can of sweetened
condensed milk which I got in a care package from the American Legion.
Walker knew about the peaches and our plan was to open them as soon as we
all got really stoned.
It was going to be a dazzling moment. Doc Sherif especially liked the peaches,
Walker told him, and we knew that Sherif would come over as soon as he
finished the radio watch. The only doubt was whether the dental assistant
would come over with his joints.

I got off the grenade crate so the dental assistant could be comfortable
and squeezed in back of Sherif onto my rack, I laid on my side. “Try
these”, he took out a thin New York style joint, Walker had a lit match
ready, he toked up and passed it around.
Outside, Wallace was walking the perimeter, sniffing for dope. New
Year's Eve, the Soul Brothers turned us on so we owed them a favor.
“Hey man”, he came down the steps grinning, we all laughed. “Beaucoup
dinkydow”, the potheads all speak Vietnamese, Wallace took a deep
drag, he sat on the bottom step and didn't say anything else that night.
Like I was told that afternoon, it was a rare blend, Sherif flicked the
red light off and on a dozen times, Walker invented a strobe dance,
the rest of us just shook our heads slowly saying Wow.
The dental assistant started to tell jokes. “Hey man”, he pointed to me
stretched out on my air mattress, the dim red beam sweeping the
frame boards, “you look like you’re in a coffin.” He cackled to
himself.
I felt Sherif 's little convulsion, I kept quiet.
“Now we got to have a funeral or he won't go to heaven. Kyrie eleison...
Kyrie eleison” —he learned that from one of his records, he sung for his
dumb audience, his red light blessing us, the sign of the cross for our
persistent doped vision. No one had said a word, he thought we were
playing along.
That moment, for the first time we all realized one thing: there was no
point in telling him.
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